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DIGITAL LEARNING of MACHINES AND ITS INTERFACING 
TECHNIQUES

The paper discusses a unique technique developed initially at 
Nation Institute of Technology, Surat that is remodeled in real 
world applications. The concept consists primarily of a us-
er-friendly software facilitating direct communication with any 
intelligent or learning system/robot operating under known pa-
rameters of motor specifications. Any software base permitting 
high level PC interface without ASCII interrupt can be used and 
here Visual Basic is represented for easy programing. This allow 
for a learning operation mode where a prevention of time lag im-
plementation stores machine data based on movements by the 
machine stored or actions taught. Such learning aspects make 
the machine more efficient where the robot can either perform 
individual actions as needed or learn new methods for the same 
results and can perform a series of actions continuously. Using 
the stored data, the machine is also capable of autonomous 
movements based on the path of least resistance as calculated 
by the time it takes to perform an act.  
Unlike the ALPHA model, new and improved model is tested on 
a CNC 6 axis manufacturing machine 
This paper focuses on methodology of interface through VB pro-
graming and does not contain associated files to retain any pos-
sible patent applications. 

KEYWORDS: AI- Artificial intelligence Interface- Firmware de-
vice that interacts with the machine and the user. RPM- rotation 
per minute Hexadecimal – a 16 digits format in sequence of 4 
that is used instead of traditional ASCII codes
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INTRODUCTION 

Communication: 

Data communication with the machine utilizes a 

laptop or a standard PC with a keyboard and 

mouse. Any communication port at the laptop 

and the machine is connected for signals. In 

this case of this paper a serial bus device was 

used as the interface entity. The programmed 

VB code on the software application side 

already utilizes the Alpha version where any 

ASCII conversion is removed to prevent any lag 

in communication. This means the data is 

captured in real time as electric pulses. The 

action ensures prevention of lag time as it omits 

the ASCII conversion. This is facilitated by 

using the input devices as basic on / off circuits, 

where every input to the laptop or PC is 

recognized in a Hexa-decimal code, thereby 

providing a Realtime feedback.  

Concept:  

Any basic machine captures input as an ASCII 

character. Like the Alpha resolution on laptops, 

the function key ‘a’ is read as 63 and ‘Esc’ key 

has another value by ordinary programs using 

ASCII. The Hexa-decimal codes when the key 

is actually pressed and released produces a 

hexa-decimal signal value 0x 80 (on) and 0x81 

(off) respectively.  

The concept utilizes the idea of engaging the 

machine program to capture these hexa- 

decimals data and record the processes to not 

only capture it as a programmable reproducible 

data, but also provides the means to do a real-

time operation with no delay simulating a signal 

scenario to and from the machine as 

applicable.  

When controlling through the laptop as the 

interface device the arrow keys are used as the 

interface for the required motion. 

For example a six axis machine needs a 3 Axis 

movement - X, Y & Z - along with a pan, rotate 

and tilt requirements on any interface with a 

Hexacode converter translate to 0x4B, 0x4D, 

0x48, 0x50, 0x49, 0x51, 0x47, 0x4F on a up, 

down, left, right, PgUp, PgDn keys on a 

QWERTY keyboard system. If the keys are 

matched along the hex codes, these codes can 

be used to transmit the data back to the 

machine to activate particular motor 

functionality. This allows to facilitate an action. 

On the contrary, the movement from the 

machine can be captured as each Hexacode 

when each independent motor or device moves 

and is recorded. i.e if the machine follows a 

particular program, as each motor moves the 

data is recorded in the corresponding hexa-

decimal and can be reproduced by activating 

the exact key from the laptop device.  

These values can in-turn be reproduced and 

sent to any port like a serial bus to reach the 

machine, allowing for a user at any given 

location to generate codes from anywhere and 

sending that across an interface that allows the 

machine to read these hexacodes as a digital 

signal to facilitate a corresponding movement of 

the motor on the machine. Let us say, for 

example, the up arrow rotates the arm of the 

machine clockwise in 60 degrees and the RPM 

of the motor is 1. This means the arm moves 1 

degree in one second. To move the arm by 30 

degrees, the machine needs 30 seconds. 

Corresponding to this if the oX4B hexadecimal 

code is activated to the controller for 30 

seconds and then switched off, the arm would 

have moved 30 degrees clockwise, thereby 

achieving the required task.  Point to consider 

is that RPM of motors is much higher and so 

just milli to micro seconds would suffice to do 

the job.  

In a similar fashion, any axis motion is 

controlled through the appropriate hexacode 

generated to the appropriate motor signal and 

recorded. As hexacodes are text data, very 

large and complex programs can be stored and 

utilized for specific movements. ‘Prash.dat’is 

one such text file that stored the data in 4 KB 

batch size on the Alpha version of the concept. 

Today’s text files allow for a higher capacity, 

but the system retains the 4K batch size unless 
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over-rid by the programmer. This is to ensure 

that older systems are not left obsolete and can 

easily interact with the control systems like new 

machines can.  These data files can then be 

retried to perform the same act flawlessly.  

This now brings the question on how AI can 

determine which of these batch files to use for 

the optimum path. The answer to this is rather 

easy- the controller simply needs to look at the 

time data for each program and ascertain the 

shortest path. If for any reason an external 

hinderance prevents the function, the machine 

does not respond to the communication 

protocol and the continuous run check realizes 

the lack of machine movement. The controller 

then indexes the reference point of the task 

with all other possible batch records and 

determines the next short cycle operation, 

thereby starting straight out of that very point 

with the next program. If no further movement 

is seen, the next batch file is utilized for 

autonomous movement. This continues for a 

count of 64 batch files in less than 8 seconds, 

post which the controller interface reacts calling 

for manual intervention required.  

Basic easy language depiction on Visual Basic 

is provided below and runs the operation. 

# 

include 

# 

include 

# 

include 

# 

Dim include As include(Of graphics.h) 

"prashallzero.h" 

# 

include 

"prashsw.h" 

# 

include 

"roboctrl.h" 

# 

include 

"prashpos.h" 

' the header files for the mouse program - 

# 

include 

# 

include 

# 

include 

xnegprash(x2) 

{clrscr 

textcolor(11) 

cprintf(""& vbLf&" You pressed the Right Arrow 

key to move x- Axis :") 

printf(""& vbCr&" "& vbLf&" Enter the delay no ") 

scanf(" %f", no) 

outport(888, 2) 

delay(no) 

x2 = (x2 + no) 

printf(""& vbLf&" The motion has completed "& 

vbLf& vbLf) 

portzero 

clrscr 

Return 

Unknownyplusprash(y1) 

{clrscr 

textcolor(11) 

cprintf(""& vbLf&" You pressed the Up Arrow ke

y to move y+ Axis :") 

printf(""& vbCrLf&" Enter the delay no ") 

scanf(" %f", no) 

outport(888, 4) 

delay(no) 

y1 = (y1 + no) 

printf(""& vbLf&" The motion has completed"& v

bLf& vbLf&" ") 

portzero 

clrscr 

Return 

Unknownynegprash(y2) 

{clrscr 

textcolor(11) 

cprintf(""& vbLf&" You pressed the Down Arrow 

key to move y- Axis :") 

printf(" "& vbLf&" Enter the delay no ") 

scanf(" %f", no) 

outport(888, 8) 

delay(no) 
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y2 = (y2 + no) 

printf(""& vbLf&" The motion has completed"& v

bLf& vbLf&" ") 

portzero 

clrscr 

Return 

Unknownzplusprash(z1) 

{clrscr 

textcolor(11) 

printf(""& vbLf&" You pressed the PgUp Arrow k

ey to move Z+ Axis :") 

printf(" "& vbLf&" Enter the delay no ") 

scanf(" %f", no) 

outport(888, 16) 

delay(no) 

z1 = (z1 + no) 

printf(""& vbLf&" The motion has completed"& v

bLf& vbLf&" ") 

portzero 

clrscr 

Return 

Unknownznegprash(z2) 

{clrscr 

textcolor(11) 

printf(""& vbLf&" You pressed the PgUp Arrow k

ey to move Z+ Axis :") 

printf(" "& vbLf&" Enter the delay no ") 

scanf(" %f", no) 

outport(888, 32) 

delay(no) 

z2 = (z2 + no) 

printf(""& vbLf&" The motion has completed"& v

bLf& vbLf&" ") 

portzero 

clrscr 

Return 

Unknownpitchupprash(pu) 

{clrscr 

textcolor(11) 

printf(""& vbLf&" You pressed the Home Arrow 

key to move pitch up Axis :") 

printf(" "& vbLf&" Enter the delay no ") 

scanf(" %f", no) 

outport(888, 64) 

delay(no) 

pu = (pu + no) 

printf(""& vbLf&" The motion has completed"& v

bLf& vbLf&" ") 

portzero 

clrscr 

Return 

Unknownpitchdownprash(pd) 

{clrscr 

textcolor(11) 

printf(""& vbLf&" You pressed the End Arrow ke

y to move pitchdown Axis :") 

printf(" "& vbLf&" Enter the delay no ") 

scanf(" %f", no) 

outport(888, 128) 

delay(no) 

pd = (pd + no) 

printf(""& vbLf&" The motion has completed"& v

bLf& vbLf&" ") 

portzero 

clrscr 

Return 

Unknownxneg(x2) 

{cleardevice 

textcolor(11) 

printf(""& vbCr&" "& vbLf&" Enter the delay no ") 

scanf(" %f", no) 

outport(888, 2) 

delay(no) 

x2 = (x2 + no) 

printf(""& vbLf&" The motion has completed "& 

vbLf& vbLf) 

portzero 

cleardevice 

Return 

Unknownyplus(y1) 

{cleardevice 

textcolor(11) 

printf(""& vbCrLf&" Enter the delay no ") 

scanf(" %f", no) 

outport(888, 4) 

delay(no) 

y1 = (y1 + no) 

printf(""& vbLf&" The motion has completed"& v

bLf& vbLf&" ") 

portzero 

cleardevice 

Return 
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Unknownyneg(y2) 

{cleardevice 

textcolor(11) 

cprintf(""& vbLf&" You pressed the Down Arrow 

key to move y- Axis :") 

printf(" "& vbLf&" Enter the delay no ") 

scanf(" %f", no) 

outport(888, 8) 

delay(no) 

y2 = (y2 + no) 

printf(""& vbLf&" The motion has completed"& v

bLf& vbLf&" ") 

portzero 

cleardevice 

Return 

Unknownzplus(z1) 

{cleardevice 

textcolor(11) 

printf(" "& vbLf&" Enter the delay no ") 

scanf(" %f", no) 

outport(888, 16) 

delay(no) 

z1 = (z1 + no) 

printf(""& vbLf&" The motion has completed"& v

bLf& vbLf&" ") 

portzero 

cleardevice 

Return 

Unknownzneg(z2) 

{cleardevice 

textcolor(11) 

' printf("\n You pressed the PgUp Arrow key to 

move Z+ Axis :"); 

printf(" "& vbLf&" Enter the delay no ") 

scanf(" %f", no) 

outport(888, 32) 

delay(no) 

z2 = (z2 + no) 

printf(""& vbLf&" The motion has completed"& v

bLf& vbLf&" ") 

portzero 

cleardevice 

Return 

Unknown''' from here the necesssary modificati

on for picthup and down needs to be done .. 

pitchup 

{cleardevice 

textcolor(11) 

printf(" "& vbLf&" Enter the delay no ") 

scanf(" %f", no) 

outport(888, 64) 

delay(no) 

printf(""& vbLf&" The motion has completed"& v

bLf& vbLf&" ") 

portzero 

cleardevice 

Return 0 

Unknownpitchdown 

{cleardevice 

textcolor(11) 

printf(" "& vbLf&" Enter the delay no ") 

scanf(" %f", no) 

outport(888, 128) 

delay(no) 

printf(""& vbLf&" The motion has completed"& v

bLf& vbLf&" ") 

portzero 

cleardevice 

Return 0 

UnknownDim union As Intmouse.h 

,o 

getmousepos((int * but), (int * x), (int * y)) 

{i.x.ax = 3 

int86(51, i, o) 

but = o.x.bx 

x = o.x.cx 

y = o.x.dx 

Unknownshowmouseptr 

{i.x.ax = 1 

int86(51, i, o) 

Unknowninitmouse 

{i.x.ax = 0 

int86(51, i, o) 

Return 

Unknownrob 

{,b2 

,but = 0 

,a = 0 

,x1 = 0 

,y1 = 0 

,z1 = 0 

,x2 = 0 
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,y2 = 0 

,z2 = 0 

,X1 = 0 

,Y1 = 0 

,Z1 = 0 

,X2 = 0 

,Y2 = 0 

,Z2 = 0 

,X = 0 

,Y = 0 

,Z = 0 

,y 

Dim poly() As Integer 

[8 

Unknown,gm 

initgraph(gd, gm, ".") 

initmouse 

showmouseptr 

setfillstyle(0, 0) 

bar(0, 0, getmaxx, getmaxy) 

flushall 

 

Do While  

    x = (getmaxx / 2) 

    y = (getmaxy / 2) 

    setcolor(RED) 

    settextstyle(1, 0, 2) 

    outtextxy((x - 225), y, "-X") 

    line((x - 200), y, (x + 200), y) 

    moveto((x + 210), y) 

    outtext("+X") 

    setcolor(11) 

    outtextxy((x + 10), (y + 200), "-Y") 

    line(x, (y - 200), x, (y + 200)) 

    moveto((x + 10), (y - 200)) 

    outtext("+Y") 

    setcolor(YELLOW) 

    line((x - 150), (y + 150), (x + 150), (y - 150)) 

    moveto((x - 180), (y + 150)) 

    outtext("+Z") 

    moveto((x + 160), (y - 150)) 

    outtext("-Z") 

    setcolor(1) 

    poly(0) = (x - 20) 

    poly(1) = (y - 20) 

    poly(2) = (x + 20) 

    poly(3) = (y - 20) 

    poly(4) = (x + 20) 

    poly(5) = (y + 20) 

    poly(6) = (x - 20) 

    poly(7) = (y + 20) 

    setfillstyle(10, 3) 

    fillpoly(4, poly) 

    If (count = 0) Then 

        getch 

    End If 

     

    getmousepos(but, a2, b2) 

    'printf("%d %d",x2,y2); 

    If (but = 1) Then 

        If ((a2 > 500)  _ 

                    AndAlso ((a2 < 550)  _ 

                    AndAlso ((b2 < 260)  _ 

                    AndAlso (b2 > 220)))) Then 

            printf(""& vbLf&" executing xpositive") 

            delay(1500) 

            X1 = xplus(x1) 

            x1 = X1 

        ElseIf ((a2 > 280)  _ 

                    AndAlso ((a2 < 370)  _ 

                    AndAlso ((b2 < 120)  _ 

                    AndAlso (b2 > 30)))) Then 

            printf(""& vbLf&" executing ypositive") 

            delay(1500) 

            Y1 = yplus(y1) 

            y1 = Y1 

        ElseIf ((a2 > 130)  _ 

                    AndAlso ((a2 < 170)  _ 

                    AndAlso ((b2 < 420)  _ 

                    AndAlso (b2 > 390)))) Then 

            printf(""& vbLf&" executing zpositive") 

            delay(1500) 

            Z1 = zplus(z1) 

            z1 = Z1 

        ElseIf ((a2 > 100)  _ 

                    AndAlso ((a2 < 130)  _ 

                    AndAlso ((b2 < 260)  _ 

                    AndAlso (b2 > 230)))) Then 

            printf(""& vbLf&" executing xnegative") 

            delay(1500) 

            X2 = xneg(x2) 

            x2 = X2 
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        ElseIf ((a2 > 330)  _ 

                    AndAlso ((a2 < 370)  _ 

                    AndAlso ((a2 < 470)  _ 

                    AndAlso (a2 > 430)))) Then 

            printf(""& vbLf&" executing ynegative") 

            delay(1500) 

            Y2 = yneg(y2) 

            y2 = Y2 

        ElseIf ((a2 > 440)  _ 

                    AndAlso ((a2 < 520)  _ 

                    AndAlso ((b2 < 130)  _ 

                    AndAlso (b2 > 80)))) Then 

            printf(""& vbLf&" executing znegative") 

            delay(500) 

            Z2 = zneg(z2) 

            z2 = Z2 

        Else 

            delay(500) 

            cleardevice 

            closegraph 

            printf(""& vbLf&" Program Terminated "

& vbLf&" press any key to exit ") 

            X = (X1 + X2) 

            Y = (Y1 + Y2) 

            Z = (Z1 + Z2) 

            record(X, Y, Z) 

            getch 

            Exit For 

        End If 

         

    End If 

     

    count = (count + 1) 

     

Loop 

 

Unknown 

     

    Private Sub main(ByVal Unknown As System

.Void) 

        Dim d As Integer 

        Dim i As Integer 

        Dim c As Integer 

        Dim selectno() As Char 

        10 

        Dim errorcode As Integer 

        Dim gdriver As Integer = DETECT 

        Dim gmode As Integer 

        initgraph(gdriver, gmode, "c:back"& vbTab

&"c\bgi") 

        '-----------------------------------------------------// 

        '-----------------------------------------------------// 

        setactivepage(0) 

        setbkcolor(1) 

        settextstyle(4, 0, 4) 

        outtextxy(0, 0, "Select the operation to be 

performed") 

        settextstyle(8, 0, 2) 

        outtextxy(0, 40, "1.Robo Movement Alone"

) 

        settextstyle(6, 0, 2) 

        outtextxy(0, 80, "   a.By keyboard ") 

        settextstyle(6, 0, 2) 

        outtextxy(0, 120, "   b.By Mouse    ") 

        settextstyle(8, 0, 2) 

        outtextxy(0, 160, "2.Teach robo and record

 single position (keyboard alone)") 

        outtextxy(0, 200, "3.Working Programmes 

with the robo computer") 

        outtextxy(0, 240, "4.Demo Programme") 

        outtextxy(0, 280, " Press the No and the th

e enter key") 

        scanf("%s", selectno) 

        If (strcmp(selectno, "1a") = 0) Then 

            closegraph 

            printf(" Entering the Robo Movement co

ntrol Programme") 

            delay(4000) 

            roboprog 

        End If 

         

        If (strcmp(selectno, "1b") = 0) Then 

            closegraph 

            printf(" Entering the Robo Movement Mo

use control Programme") 

            delay(4000) 

            rob 

        End If 

         

        cleardevice 

        setbkcolor(4) 

        settextstyle(7, 0, 1) 
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        outtextxy(20, 30, "This is The Indian softw

are for an Isreali robo") 

        outtextxy(20, 100, "Developed by REC Sur

at: Robotics lab . ") 

        settextstyle(5, 0, 1) 

        outtextxy(20, 170, "BY -:                ") 

        outtextxy(20, 190, "       Prashant Unnikrish

nan Nair ") 

        outtextxy(20, 210, "       Vishal Yerawar") 

        settextstyle(7, 0, 1) 

        outtextxy(20, 310, "Under the guidance of 

Prof. H. J . Nagerseth : Robotics lab .") 

        getch 

        cleardevice 

        closegraph 

    End Sub 

     

    Private Function portzero() As Prashallzero.h 

        outport(888, 0) 

        delay(500) 

    End Function 

     

    Private Function xplusprash(ByVal Unknown 

As x1) As Prashsw.h 

        Dim no As Single 

        clrscr 

        textcolor(11) 

        cprintf(""& vbLf&"You pressed the Left Arr

ow key to move x+ Axis :") 

        printf(""& vbCrLf&" Enter the delay no ") 

        scanf(" %f", no) 

        outport(888, 1) 

        delay(no) 

        x1 = (x1 + no) 

        printf(""& vbLf&" The motion has complete

d"& vbLf& vbLf&" ") 

        portzero 

        clrscr 

        Return 

    End Function 

     

    Private no As Single 

     

    Private no As Single 

     

    Private no As Single 

     

    Private no As Single 

     

    Private no As Single 

     

    Private no As Single 

     

    Private no As Single 

     

    Private Function roboprog() As Robotctrl.h 

        Dim i As Integer 

        Dim no As Single 

        Dim pd As Integer = 0 

        Dim x1 As Integer = 0 

        Dim x2 As Integer = 0 

        Dim y2 As Integer = 0 

        Dim z2 As Integer = 0 

        Dim X2 As Integer = 0 

        Dim Z2 As Integer = 0 

        Dim Y2 As Integer = 0 

        Dim y1 As Integer = 0 

        Dim z1 As Integer = 0 

        Dim X1 As Integer = 0 

        Dim Y1 As Integer = 0 

        Dim Z1 As Integer = 0 

        Dim X As Integer = 0 

        Dim Y As Integer = 0 

        Dim Z As Integer = 0 

        Dim P As Integer = 0 

        Dim PU As Integer = 0 

        Dim PD As Integer = 0 

        Dim pu As Integer = 0 

        unsigned 

        Dim prev As Integer 

        Dim r As Integer = 0 

        Dim result As Integer 

        Dim port As Integer = 96 

        clrscr 

        textcolor(20) 

        cprintf(""& vbLf& vbTab&" Enter the least c

ount of accuracy needed in terms of second ") 

        textcolor(20) 

        cprintf(""& vbCrLf& vbTab&" The value 20

00 is delay for 2 sec etc ") 

        textcolor(20) 

        cprintf(""& vbCrLf& vbTab&" The correspo
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nding value of degree of rotation for that axis"& 

vbLf& vbLf&" ") 

        textcolor(35) 

        cprintf(""& vbCr&" Press the axis to be mo

ved"& vbCr&" "& vbLf&" ") 

        '   unsigned int r=0,result,prev ; 

        '  int port = 0x0060 ; 

        r = inportb(port) 

        result = inportb(port) 

         

        Do While  

            r = inportb(port) 

            If (r = 129) Then 

                Exit For 

            End If 

             

            If (result <> r) Then 

                result = r 

            End If 

             

            Select Case (r) 

                Case 4 

                B: 

                    X1 = xplusprash(x1) 

                    x1 = X1 

                Case 77 

                    X2 = xnegprash(x2) 

                    x2 = X2 

                Case 72 

                    Y1 = yplusprash(y1) 

                    y1 = Y1 

                Case 80 

                    Y2 = ynegprash(y2) 

                    y2 = Y2 

                Case 73 

                    Z1 = zplusprash(z1) 

                    z1 = Z1 

                Case 81 

                    Z2 = znegprash(z2) 

                    z2 = Z2 

                Case 71 

                    PU = pitchupprash(pu) 

                    pu = PU 

                Case 79 

                    PD = pitchdownprash(pd) 

                    pd = PD 

                    If (r = 129) Then 

                        Exit Select 

                    End If 

                     

            End Select 

             

             

        Loop 

         

        X = (X1 - X2) 

        Y = (Y1 - Y2) 

        Z = (Z1 - Z2) 

        P = (PU - PD) 

        printf(" The values of X,Y,Z and pitch are-

:   %d , %d,  %d  ,%d", X, Y, Z, P) 

        getch 

        record(X, Y, Z, P) 

        getch 

    End Function 

     

    Private Function record(ByVal , As X, ByVal ,

 As Y, ByVal , As Z, ByVal Unknown As P) As P

rashpos.h 

        Dim Star As FILE 

        Dim pr As FILE 

        no 

        Dim rec() As Char 

        10 

        ch(10) 

        pr = fopen("prash.dat", "w") 

        '------------------------------------------------// 

        no = fopen("norecord", "r") 

        fscanf(no, "%s", rec) 

        printf(" "& vbLf&"This is the last stored valu

e -:%s", rec) 

        fclose(no) 

        printf(""& vbLf&"Enter the record position ..

. max 10 characters ") 

        scanf("%s", rec) 

        fprintf(pr, ""& vbLf&"%s", rec) 

        no = fopen("norecord", "w") 

        fprintf(no, "%s", rec) 

        fclose(no) 

        printf(""& vbLf&"The recorded position is -

:%s"& vbLf&" Press any key", rec) 

        fprintf(pr, ""& vbLf&"%d"& vbLf&"%d"& vbL
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f&"%d"& vbLf&"%d", X, Y, Z, P) 

        fclose(pr) 

        Return 0 

    End Function 

     

    Private Function xplus(ByVal Unknown As x1

) As Prashmouse.h 

        Dim no As Single 

        cleardevice 

        textcolor(11) 

        printf(""& vbCrLf&" Enter the delay no ") 

        scanf(" %f", no) 

        outport(888, 1) 

        delay(no) 

        x1 = (x1 + no) 

        printf(""& vbLf&" The motion has complete

d"& vbLf& vbLf&" ") 

        portzero 

        cleardevice 

        'break; 

        Return 

 

    End Function 

     

    Private no As Single 

     

    Private no As Single 

     

    Private no As Single 

     

    Private no As Single 

     

    Private no As Single 

     

    Private no As Single 

     

    Private no As Single 

     

    Private i As REGS 

     

    Private count As Integer = 0 

     

    Private a2 As Integer 

     

    Private x As Single 

     

    Private gd As Integer = DETECT 
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